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Nash’s Numbers by Alan Nash(A095) 
 
Firstly I like to introduce you to a new web site, mine. Whilst “Calls-sign” magazine on-line has a 

“Nash’s Numbers” page, it publishes only the non time related information. Now all backdated issues 

(the last 7 years worth) are now on line. The web page also has links to “Call Sign”, “Dial-a-Cab” and a 

link to another useful information link called “Points of London” which has the addresses of some 

16000+ places in London with the option of showing a map of the location. This can all be found at 

www.nashsnumbers.co.uk. Advert over, on to this months article. 

 

Using the terminal Map function Part 2 
First I will repeat an important setting that although was shown in the Sept. ‘03 issue, I have found 

some drivers with it still set incorrectly, and this is the one of having the “Streets search” set to “At 

Beginning”. You should only use the other settings if you know exactly what you are doing, and reset it 

once you have done your special search. To check /reset,   

1. Select “Gen code”,  then “Map” 

2. Enter at least one letter and press “Map” 

3. The search screen will now appear. See the illustration below. There are 4 bullets named 

“At Beginning” “Anywhere” “At End” “Exact”, only one of these will have a black dot in 

the round hole. The “At Beginning” must have the dot in. If not simply touch the bullet 

hole, or the words “At Beginning”. Searches will now be done correctly. 

 
                                                                                                  

                                                     
 

ABBREVIATIONS. You may remember that in the Sept.’03 edition I told you that there is no 

need to enter spaces. Well today I will tell you a speedier way of finding roads by entering spaces. 

There are a number of  abbreviations that the map function will accept, but the abbreviation MUST be 

separated by a space. The abbreviations are as follows – 

 

N = North S = South E = East W = West  

AVE  = Avenue BDY = Broadway CH    = Church CRES = Crescent 

GR = Grove  GT = Great  LWR = Lower LIT = Little 

MKT = Market RD = Road ST = Saint THE = The 

UP = Upper WK = Walk   

 

So if you need to find Upper Saint Martins Lane – Enter   UP ST MART will find the correct entry but 

spaces must separate the abbreviations. Whilst “THE” is the strange one, roads such as The Vale or The 

Crescent will return not found if you enter without a space, but you only need enter Crescent or Vale to 

find roads preceded by “The”. 

 

What’s On at ExCel February 2004.   Only 6 days of exhibitions 
Event Title Event Type Date 

The London Judo International Public 14 Feb 04 - 15 Feb 04 

Hotelympia Trade 23 Feb 04 - 27 Feb 04   

 

The “At Beginning” bullet 

point  MUST be set          � 


